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This curation of suppliers was taken from the CO database in May 23. For the 

most up to date list of suppliers, please visit Common Objective.

Businesses on Common Objective
A curated edit of solution providers

Regenerative Organic

Regenerative organic,

recycled, Fairtrade and

organic (GOTS)

certified cotton.

Recycled poly (100%

and blends) and

Tencel fibres. Based in

Bangalore, India.

Regenerative

Manterra develops

and implements best-

in-class farming

methods including

regenerative practices.

UK based.

Regenerative farming

solution

Bring brands, people

and raw materials

together to develop

supply-chain projects

that grow businesses,

promote social

development and

regenerate nature.

Works with Veja.

Based in Brazil.

Regenerative farming

solution

A US based nonprofit

building a global

network of farmers,

scientists, businesses,

activists, educators,

journalists, 

 governments and

consumers who will

put into practice

regenerative

agriculture.

Regenerative farming

solution 

Fibershed develops

regional and

regenerative fiber

systems. US based.

https://www.commonobjective.co/search/organisations?a=85%7C606%7C84%7C608%7C610%7C86%7C614
http://www.commonobjective.co/
https://www.commonobjective.co/dibella-india
https://www.commonobjective.co/materra
https://www.commonobjective.co/farfarm
https://www.commonobjective.co/fibershed
https://www.commonobjective.co/regeneration-international
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This curation of suppliers was taken from the CO database in May 23. For the 

most up to date list of suppliers, please visit Common Objective.

Businesses on Common Objective
A curated edit of solution providers

Recycled cotton

Recycles post and pre-

consumer textile

waste generated from

garment mills and

consumers. Based in

India.

Recycled cotton

Recycled fibre mill.

Offer Nilcott - recycled

cotton/organic cotton

that has been made to

be 100% molecularly

recyclable. Also

recycled polyester,

nylon. Based in Czech

Republic.

Organic cotton

Produces organic

cotton with an

OCCGuarantee

directly through

farmers in Brazil that

has natural earth tone

colours. CO leadership

award winner 2022.

Based in Spain. 

Organic cotton

Yarn made from

processed pre-

consumer clippings via

their ECOTEC line.

Based in Italy, Turkey

and Brazil.

https://www.commonobjective.co/search/organisations?a=85%7C606%7C84%7C608%7C610%7C86%7C614
http://www.commonobjective.co/
https://www.commonobjective.co/usha-yarns-limited
https://www.commonobjective.co/nil-textile
https://www.commonobjective.co/organic-cotton-colours
https://www.commonobjective.co/marchi-fildi
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This curation of suppliers was taken from the CO database in May 23. For the 

most up to date list of suppliers, please visit Common Objective.

Businesses on Common Objective
A curated edit of solution providers

Synthetics

Fully traceable high-

grade textiles and

polymers made with

coastal and marine

plastic. US based.

Synthetics

Yarn producer and

creator of the

ECONYL® recycled

nylon, woven from

end-of-life fishing nets.

Based in Italy.

Synthetics

Mill specialising in

recycled fibres. Based

in China.

Synthetics

Bio-based and

biodegradable

polyester. US based. 

https://www.commonobjective.co/search/organisations?a=85%7C606%7C84%7C608%7C610%7C86%7C614
http://www.commonobjective.co/
https://www.commonobjective.co/bionic-yarn
https://www.commonobjective.co/aquafil
https://www.commonobjective.co/recyctex
https://www.commonobjective.co/kintra-fibers-inc
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This curation of suppliers was taken from the CO database in May 23. For the 

most up to date list of suppliers, please visit Common Objective.

Businesses on Common Objective
A curated edit of solution providers

Next generation

cellulosic fibres

A materials innovation

company that

transforms textile

waste into a high-

quality fibre source

used in textiles. Works

with Pangaia. US

based.

Next generation

cellulosic fibres

Recycles textile waste

into a new material,

making fashion

circular. At scale.

Creator of Circulose.

Based in Sweden

Next generation

cellulosic fibres

Recycles blended

fabrics to create new

recycled fibres. In the

process of scaling.

Demonstration factory

in Switzerland.

Next generation

cellulosic fibres

Transforming left-

overs from crops into

scalable high-value

natural fibres. US

based.

https://www.commonobjective.co/search/organisations?a=85%7C606%7C84%7C608%7C610%7C86%7C614
https://www.commonobjective.co/evrnu-spc
https://www.commonobjective.co/renewcell
https://www.commonobjective.co/worn-again-technologies
https://www.commonobjective.co/agraloop
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This curation of suppliers was taken from the CO database in May 23. For the 

most up to date list of suppliers, please visit Common Objective.

Businesses on Common Objective
A curated edit of solution providers

Recycled fibres

solution

Leads the vision,

definition and use of

safe and circular

materials for the

fashion industry. This

is a great resource for

guidance on choosing

circular materials.

Backed by M&S,

Kering, Eileen Fisher

amongst others.

Deadstock fabrics

Connects dead

inventories with

potential buyers.

Based in Bangladesh. 

Impact tool

Measures

environmental impact

based on primary data.

Recycled fibres

sourcing tool

SaaS platform for

fashion & textile

industry to connect

textile waste with best

textile-to-textile

recyclers. Partner on

Bangladesh: Circular

Fashion partnership.

Common Objective

award winner.

Repair solutions

Specialises in

repairing and restoring

pre-consumer textiles

and garments to

correct manufacturing

defects. Based in Sri

Lanka.

https://www.commonobjective.co/search/organisations?a=85%7C606%7C84%7C608%7C610%7C86%7C614
http://www.commonobjective.co/
https://www.commonobjective.co/fashion-positive
https://www.commonobjective.co/upcybom-ltd
https://www.commonobjective.co/made2flow
https://www.commonobjective.co/reverse-resources
https://www.commonobjective.co/compreli


commonobjective.co


